
 

Japango Overview 
Schedule may be changed according to train schedule, availability, etc 

 
Sunday: Arrival in Tokyo, check in at 4* hotel, rest and get ready for the week. Visit of Golden Gai in 
Shinjuku and welcome dinner 
 
Monday: tango lesson. Visits of Takeshita dori and Harajuku (and one of the most famous Tokyo shrines), 
Omotesando (Tokyo’s “Champs Élysées”), and Tokyo Bay. Evening Milonga 
 
Tuesday: tango lesson, and visit of old Tokyo Yanaka and around Nippori markets (including fish). Visit 
of Sensoji, Tokyo’s most well-known temple, established in 645 AD! Rest in evening. 
 
Wednesday: tango lesson (if time allows), then visit of the ancient capital Kamakura and the largest 
Buddha statue in the world (trip in train). Evening Milonga 
 
Thursday: tango lesson. Visit of Ueno and Tokyo National Museum, home of some of the most 
spectacular art objects in Japan. Evening Milonga. 
 
Friday: Visit of UNESCO listed Nikko in train, and its famous shrine in memory of unifier Shogun 
Tokugawa. Evening Milonga. 
 
Saturday: moving to Kyoto by bullet train, and checkin. Visit of its stunning old town around Gion. 
Evening, visit of Pontocho. 
 
Sunday: visit of Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine, and its 1000 toris (gates), a beautiful place in nature. Visit of 
Daigoji, the birthplace of Shingon Buddhism, and Kyoto markets. Visit of Sannenzaka old town. Possibility 
of Milonga in Osaka by train. 
 
Monday: golden pavilion and silver temples, part of UNESCO world heritage. Trip to Osaka (Solaniwa). 
Option of Kyomizudera on the outskirts of Kyoto. 
 
Tuesday: visit of Hiroshima and its world renown Peace memorial, and taking a boat to the island of 
Miyajima for its peaceful walks, visits and stunning views (and free roaming deer) 
 
Wednesday: moving to the Fuji Mountain area, and checkin in a traditional Inn, with tatami flooring. 
Nature Visits, and walks around the lake Ashi. Evening in the Onsen (hot spring) or enjoying the area. 
 
Thursday: back to Tokyo, check in. Visit of Ginza and culture centre. Evening Milonga. 
 
Friday: checkout, to airport and trip back home. Sayonara! 


